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Effect of a point impurity on the vortex bound states in an s-wave superconductor:
A self-consistent analysis
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On the basis of self-consistent numerical solution of the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations on a finite-size
lattice, we study the variation of the vortex bound state when an impurity potential is added to the core of an
isolated vortex line in ans-wave superconductor. The local density of states is investigated at both the core and
its neighbor site. By analyzing the impurity-induced increase of the pair potential near the vortex core, we
elucidate the mechanism of the vortex pinning in detail.
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In recent years, the vortex physics of type-II superco
ductors has drawn much attention both theoretically and
perimentally. One of the most fascinating properties of
vortex state is the quasiparticle bound states localized in
vortex cores, which were predicted decades ago by Carol
Gennes, and Matricon1 by solving the Bogoliubov–de
Gennes~BdG! equations.2 Yet it was not until recently in
1989 that the experimental confirmation of such quasipart
state was observed in the vortex core of NbSe2 by Hess
et al.3 who applied the scanning-tunneling microsco
~STM! technique for measuring the differential tunnelin
conductance. Triggered by the experimental progress,
consistent numerical methods to solve the BdG equat
have been developed on the context of both continuum4 and
lattice models.5,6 All these theoretical efforts have been a
plied to study the electronic properties for both isolat
vortex4,5 and vortex line lattice,6 attempting to explain the
experimental data. Recently, the numerical techniques h
been extended to the case ofd-wave6–8 high-Tc cuprates and
interesting features different from the conventionals-wave
superconductors have been predicted.

On the other hand, the problem of vortex pinning h
been attracting great theoretical and practical interest.
conventionals-wave superconductors, a traditional mech
nism assumes that a void pins a vortex by attracting
vortex core in order to avoid loss of condensation energ9

This effect is dominant for defects of large size. For the c
of small defects, Thuneberget al.10 established a micro
scopic theory and found how small pinning centers can
taken into account by adding extra terms to the Ginzbu
Landau~GL! free-energy functional. However, the concl
sions obtained from the GL theory are restricted to the vic
ity of the critical temperatureTc . In the present work, we
report a microscopic study of the interaction between a p
impurity and an isolated vortex line by applying the Bd
theory. By analyzing the effect of the impurity on the vort
bound state and the pair potential, we obtain some interes
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results about the quasiparticle scattering and vortex pinn
especially at lower temperatures where the GL descrip
may no longer be appropriate.

The system we study is an isolated vortex line in a sim
tight-binding model with ans-wave pairing interaction on a
two-dimensional~2D! lattice with the impurity located at any
given site. The model Hamiltonian can be written as11

H52t (
^ i j &s

cis
† cj s2m(

is
nis2Vs(

i
ni↑ni↓1(

is
Vi

Impnis ,

~1!

wherenis5cis
† cis is the electron number operator on sitei,

^ i j & denotes nearest-neighbor pairs in the lattice, andm is the
chemical potential.Vs.0 is the on-site attractive potentia
which gives rise to the pairing in thes-wave channel.Vi

Imp is
the impurity potential at the sitei; for simplicity, we will
study a single impurity with ad-function potential; i.e.,Vi

Imp

is finite on some given site and zero on other sites.
By defining a mean-field pair potentialDs(r i) as

Ds~r i !5Vs^ci↓ci↑&, ~2!

with ^•••& denoting the thermodynamic average, and p
forming the Bogoliubov transformation

S ci↑
ci↓

† D 5(
n

gn↑Fun~r i!

vn~r i!
G2gn↓

† F vn* ~r i!

2un* ~r i!
G ~3!

with un , vn the quasiparticle amplitudes andgns the quasi-
particle operator, the eigen-problem of the Hamiltonian~1!
can be solved from the following BdG equations:2,11

S ĵ D̂

D̂* 2 ĵ*
D S un

vn
D 5EnS un

vn
D , ~4!

where
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ĵun~r i !52t(
t

un~r i1t!1~Vi
Imp2m!un~r i !,

D̂vn~r i !5Ds~r i !vn~r i !,

andDs(r i) is obtained by the self-consistent condition

Ds~r i !52Vs(
n

un~r i !vn* ~r i !tanh~En/2kBT!. ~5!

In the above equations,t56 x̂,6 ŷ with the lattice constan
taken to be unity and thereforer i1t are the four nearest
neighbor sites of sitei; En is the eigenvalue of the quasipa
ticle staten of the Hamiltonian~1!.

In the study of the isolated vortex state, the bound
condition will be different from that of the homogeneo
case because of the phase winding of the pair potential. B
open boundary condition and modified periodic bound
condition have been employed. For the former condition,
pair potential varies not smoothly along the boundary
cause quasiparticles are forbidden from hopping outwa
Therefore we apply the modified periodic boundary con
tion for improvement. To construct modified periodic boun
ary conditions forun , vn properly, a lattice area accommo
dating at least oneelectronicflux quantumf05hc/e ~thus
two superconductingflux quantaF05hc/2e) must be used
becauseun and vn describe the behaviors of the quasiele
tron and quasihole, respectively, which have charge6e.6

We emphasize that the existence of two vortices will n
have remarkable effects on the vortex bound states of e
other as long as the two cores are separated far enoug
this paper, the lattice consists of two connected square a
each containing a vortex core at the center as shown in
1~a!. From now on, the lattice siter i will be represented by
(p,q) (p,q are integers!, with one of the two vortex cores
sitting on (0,0). The system size is (2L11)3(4L11), with
L half of the width of the lattice. We choose a special gau
as in Ref. 12, whereDs satisfies the condition

Ds~L,q!5Ds~2L,q!exp~ i2pq/L !,

Ds~p,3L !5Ds~p,2L !,

with the corresponding boundary conditions forun andvn :

un~L,q!52un~2L,q!exp~ ipq/L !,

vn~L,q!52vn~2L,q!exp~2 ipq/L !,

un~p,3L !52un~p,2L !,

vn~p,3L !52vn~p,2L !.

With the above boundary conditions, the resulti
quasiparticle-excitation spectrum is obtained by repeated
agonalization of the Hamiltonian and iteration of the p
potential. The BdG Eq.~4! is studied under the following se
of parameters: The size of the lattice is 17333 (L58); m
522t ~with the band bottom at24t) gives rise to a band
filling factor ^n&.0.38; Vs53t corresponds to the bulk
value of the pair potentialD0.0.45t at zero temperature an
Tc.0.26t. The system temperature is set to 0.01t. In Fig.
1~b!, the spatial variation of the amplitude of the pair pote
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tial Ds is shown. It is seen that over 2–4 lattice spacesDs
reaches its bulk value indicating that the coherence lengj
is of the order of lattice constancea, which is consistent with
an estimate obtained from the BCS formulaj5\vF /pD0

;EF /D0kF;4kF
21;2A2a. The shortj results in an un-

equally spaced energy levels of the bound states. We
that the distribution of the lowest seven bound-state eig
values nomalized byD0 is E/D050.22,0.43,0.53,0.60
0.66,0.72,0.76, which is quite different from the consta
spaced energy levels found in Ref. 1 wherej@kF

21 was as-
sumed, but in good agreement with the results of the c
tinuum model13 when 4kF

21,j,8kF
21 . Figure 2 shows the

spatial variation of the quasiparticle amplitudesuuu2 anduvu2
corresponding to the lowest bound state, which indica
strong localization around the vortex core.uuu2 has a high
peak at the site (0,0) and decays exponentially over a
tance ofj; uvu2 has zero amplitude at the vortex center a
high peaks at the (1,0) and (1,1) sites. For higher bou
state energy levels,uuu2 anduvu2 behave similarly except tha
the site positions of their high peaks move farther from
central site (0,0). Furthermore, of all the vortex bound sta
only the uuu2 corresponding to the lowest bound state w
eigenvalueE/D050.22 has nonzero amplitude at the s
(0,0), which leads to the high peak structure of local dens
of states~LDOS! at the vortex core and its sensitivity to th
existence of the impurity sitting on the core site as discus
below.

FIG. 1. ~a! Illustration of the (2L11)3(4L11) lattice contain-
ing two vortices with cores denoted by A and C, one of which,
is selected as the origin. Site B is at the middle of the two cores;~b!
spatial variation ofuDsu.
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First, we consider the impurity-induced variation of th
low-lying excitations around the vortex core. The local de
sity of states~LDOS! defined by

N~p,q;E!5(
n

@ uun~p,q!u2f 8~E2En!

1uvn~p,q!u2f 8~E1En!# ~6!

is studied, which is proportional to the differential tunnelin
conductance of the scanning tunnel microscope~STM! ex-
periments. Here,f (E) represents the usual Fermi distributio
function. For a simpler case withVImp50, Fig. 3~d! shows
the LDOS at the vortex center (0,0). Clearly, there is a h
LDOS peak right above the Fermi level at abo
0.10t (0.22D0), arising from the lowest bound state. With
the energy gapD0, this is the only LDOS peak at the vorte
core because the quasiparticle amplitudeuu(0,0)u2 of other
bound states vanish as stated above. On the site (1,0),
are four LDOS peaks, which arise from the contributions
uu(1,0)u2 and uv(1,0)u2 of the bound states with eigenvalue
E50.10t and E50.19t. At E50.10t, the height of the

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of the quasiparticle amplitudesuuu2

and uvu2 within one square lattice area corresponding to the low
bound state with eigenvalueE50.10t.
-
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LDOS peak at site (1,0) is only about 23% of that at s
(0,0) due to the rapid decay ofuuu2 as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
AboveD0, the LDOS is finite owing to the contribution from
the extended states. All these results are qualitatively con
tent with those of the continuum model.13 Although for our
discrete lattice geometry, the cylindrical symmetry is brok
yet fourfold rotation symmetry can still be employed to lab
the core states conveniently. As previously pointed out
Ref. 5, when the fourfold rotational symmetry of the unde
lying lattice is taken into account, the quasiparticle amp
tudes have the following relations under an elementaryp/2
rotation:

Fu~2q,p!

v~2q,p!
G5Fu~p,q!ei (n21/2)p/2

v~p,q!ei (n11/2)p/2G , ~7!

where n561/2,63/2 corresponds to the four irreducib
representations of theC4 rotation group. Therefore we ca
conveniently classify the vortex core bound state accord
to its n. Similar to the continuum model, we find that for th
n51/2 statesu1/2(0,0)Þ0,v1/2(0,0)50 and for the n5
21/2 statesu21/2(0,0)50,v21/2(0,0)Þ0, which implies a
finite probability of the quasiparticle appearing at the co
while for the quasiparticle excitations with labe
63/2, u63/2(0,0)5v63/2(0,0)50. We find that the lowest
bound state hasn51/2 and eigenvalueE1/250.10t and it
contributes to the high LDOS peak at 0.10t as shown in Fig.
3~d!; its time-reversal counterpart hasn521/2 andE21/2
52E1/2. Due to its much greater probability at the core, t
lowest bound state will be more sensitive to the existence

st

FIG. 3. LDOS atT50.01t on site (0,0)~solid line! and (1,0)
~dotted line!. From ~a! to ~f!, VImp523t,22t,21t,0,0.5t,2t, re-
spectively.
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impurity potential than other states. Figure 3 shows how fi
few bound states are affected whenVImpÞ0. For an increas-
ing repulsive impurity potential,VImp.0, Figs. 3~d!–~f! in-
dicate that the core state is ‘‘repulsed’’ by the impurity
higher level away from the Fermi energy; its time-rever
state shifts downward accordingly satisfying the relat
E21/252E1/2. Together with the lifting of eigenvalue, th
LDOS peak at the core lowers. The shifting of the eigenva
and decreasing of the LDOS can also be seen for high-en
extended states aboveD0. The bound states withn563/2
have no remarkable variation, which is consistent with
fact that their wave functions have zero amplitude at
vortex center. For the case whereVImp,0, the results are a
little complex. As shown in Figs. 3~a!–~d!, with the descend-
ing of the eigen-energy, the LDOS peak first increases
weak attractive potential and then reduces for strong eno
VImp. Figure 4~a! gives the variation of the lowest six bound
state eigenvalues as a function ofVImp. Clearly, the vortex
core state withE1/250.10t varies strongly while the othe
bound states with higher energies keep almost consta14

When uVImpu@t, a localized impurity state will appear wit
uu(0,0)u'1; for VImp.0, it is a hole state below the Ferm
level while for VImp,0, it is an electron state above th
Fermi level. Therefore all the nonzerou(0,0) belonging to

FIG. 4. Variation of the lowest six bound state withVImp. ~a!
shift of the eigenvalues E versusVImp. Filled circles, stars, dia-
monds, up triangles, down triangles, and open squares corres
to the bound states with eigenvaluesE/t50.10,0.19,0.24,0.27
0.30,0.32, respectively, whenVImp50; ~b! uu1/2(0,0)u2, versus
VImp. The filled circles denote the results from the self-consist
calculation while the lines from approximate method.
t

l

e
gy

e
e

r
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other states will be absorbed by the impurity state and
proach to zero for the largeVImp limit. The abnormal behav-
ior of the LDOS for weak attractiveVImp is attributed to the
asymmetric distribution of then51/2 states below and abov
the Fermi level. In our case wherem522t, there are more
n51/2 states above the Fermi level than those below.
examine our thought that the impurity potential affec
mainly the states which have larger probability at the co
we have performed an approximate computation in wh
only excitations with uu(0,0)u/uu(0,0)umax>0.01 are in-
cluded. The comparison of the results of such approxim
method with those of the self-consistent calculation is sho
in Fig. 4. ForVImp.0, we find that the approximate metho
can well describe the lifting ofE1/2 and the reducing of
uu1/2(0,0)u2 with the increasing of the intensity of the impu
rity potential. For VImp,0, the discrepancy is large, ye
qualitative trend still can be given.

The straightforward consequence of the impurity-induc
effect on the quasiparticle excitations at the vortex core w
be the variation of the pair potential at the neighbor sit
From Fig. 5 we see that for largeVImp, Ds at the neighbor
sites rises and such rising of the pair potential is only
markable at the nearest neighbors: (1,0), (1,1) and t
equivalent sites. As discussed above, for then561/2 states,
either u(0,0) or v(0,0) of the two quasiparticle amplitude
will be zero at the vortex core, which results in the oth
nonzero one ‘‘useless’’ to the formation ofDs according to

nd

t

FIG. 5. Variation of the pair potentialDs with VImp at the neigh-
bor sites of the vortex core, (1,0), (1,1), and (2,0). The lines
guides for eyes.
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Eq. ~5!. After an impurity potential is added to the core, t
unused amplitude will be squeezed out to the neighbor s
which gives rise to the increasing ofDs at these sites. And
this mechanism can also be used to explain the reducin
Ds for weak attractiveVImp now that uu(0,0)u increases as
shown in Fig. 4~b!. The variation ofDs near the vortex cente
can be used to explain the weakness of the above app
mate method in quantitatively describing the behavior of
E1/2 bound state for weak attractiveVImp. Due to the varia-
tion of Ds , states having zero amplitudes at the vortex c
will no longer be orthogonal to then51/2 states and there
fore they will take part in the coupling, which makes o
approximate method have larger discrepancy when theDs
varies greatly forVImp;2t.

At last, we discuss the pinning energyEpinning which is
the energy saved when the vortex core is located at the
purity site.Epinning is defined as

Epinning5^H& impurity at core2^H& impurity at `

'^H& impurity at site A2^H& impurity at site B, ~8!

where the sites A and B are shown in Fig. 1~a!. We have
approximately treated site B as̀, which is valid when the
system size is sufficiently large.^H& is given by

^H&5(
n

En(
p,q

$uun~p,q!u2f ~En!

2uvn~p,q!u2@12 f ~En!#%. ~9!

In Fig. 6 we show the relation ofEpinning with VImp. In the
strongVImp limit, both attractive and repulsive impurity po
tentials can pin vortex by lowering the average total ener
For weak attractiveVImp, pinning at the impurity site of the
vortex core is not favorable from the consideration of e
ergy. From Fig. 6 we find that the dominant contribution
Epinning is from the condensation energy. As discuss
above, a strong impurity potential at the vortex core c
drive out the extra quasiparticle amplitudes which have
contribution to the formation of pair potential at the core
its nearby sites; on the other hand, this extra contribution
disappear when the impurity is on site B. Therefore existe
of the impurity at the core site will lower the condensati
energy more than at other sites. Again, the exception is
weak negativeVImp where the pair potential is somewh
destructed due to the attraction of the wave amplitude fr
the neighbor sites to the core site. Moreover, Fig. 6 indica
that the supercurrent kinetic energy increases withVImp

which is not in favor of the pinning. These results are co
sistent with those from the GL theory15 where the enhance
ment of the pair potential and supercurrent near the pinn
center is also found.

In summary, we have analyzed a pinning problem
solving the BdG equations self-consistently. We have fou
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that an impurity potential at the vortex core can drive t
lowest bound state away from the Fermi level to higher
ergy. At the same time, its LDOS at the vortex core reduc
Although these results are obtained for superconductors
short coherence length, yet we believe the conclusion
still be applied qualitatively tos-wave superconductors with
longer coherence length such as NbSe2 (j;70 kF

21) and
V3Si (j;12kF

21),13 when the temperature is low enoug
Recent progress16,17 in atomic-scale STM measuremen
might make the experimental observation of such impur
induced vortex bound state shifting feasible. Atomic sc
defects can be deposited onto the surface of the super
ducting sample right from the STM tip. If a single vortex lin
could be successfully pinned by such defects, the observa
of the variation of the LDOS at the vortex core as a functi
of impurity potential strength will be easier by introducin
different impurities from the STM tips made of Au, W, et
For the mechanism of vortex pinning, we have shown h
an impurity potential increases the condensation energy
driving the extra density of states at the vortex core into
nearby sites resulting in the increase of the pair potentia
such sites.

This work was supported by the RGC grant of Ho
Kong under Nos. HKU 7116/98P and HKU 7144/99P,
CRCG grant at the University of Hong Kong, and a gra
from the National Natural Science Foundation of China.

FIG. 6. Pinning energyEpinning as a function ofVImp. The
contributions from the condensation energy~conden.! and the su-
percurrent kinetic energy~kine.! are plotted as well.
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